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A BSTRACT

such simultaneous transmissions, there has been
The problem of Carrier Sense Multiple Access increasing interest in proposing new random-access
(CSMA) with multi-packet reception (MPR) is protocols that exploit such multiple access [2]–[7],
studied. Most prior work has focused on the homoge- i.e., make use of advanced signal-processing techneous case, where all the mobile users are assumed niques in the physical layer to allow multiple packet
to have identical packet arrival rates and transmis- reception (MPR) [8], thereby improving the overall
sion probabilities. The inhomogeneous case remains network performance.
largely open in the literature. In this work, we make
Despite a large body of work on random-access
a first step towards this open problem by deriving protocols with MPR capability [4], [5], [7]–[16],
throughput and delay expressions for inhomogeneous some of their fundamental properties are still not
CSMA, with a particular focus on a family of MPR well understood. For instance, most performance
models. This family of MPR models, which allows analysis of MPR-capable CSMA focuses on the
us to overcome several challenges associated with homogeneous case, where all the mobile users are
conventional analysis, is general enough to include assumed to have identical packet arrival rates and
a number of interesting MPR techniques—such as transmission probabilities [4], [5], [10], [11], [14].
successive interference cancellation (SIC), compute- In reality, mobile users often have different packet
and-forward (C&F), and successive compute-and- arrival rates, leading to the inhomogeneous case.
forward (SCF)—as special cases. Based on these However, the throughput and delay performances of
throughput and delay expressions, we provide the- MPR-capable CSMA for the inhomogeneous case
oretical guidelines for the network design to meet remain largely unknown in the literature.
quality-of-service requirements and to achieve global
In this paper, we make a first step towards this
stability; we also evaluate the performances of
various MPR techniques, highlighting the clear open problem by deriving throughput and delay
expressions for inhomogeneous CSMA, with a paradvantages offered by SCF.
Keywords: Performance Analysis, Mean Field Ap- ticular focus on a family of MPR channel models of
proximation, Inhomogeneous CSMA, Multi-packet [8] that we call the “all-or-nothing” symmetric MPR.
The use of the “all-or-nothing” symmetric MPR not
Reception, Compute-and-Forward
only allows us to overcome several fundamental
challenges associated with conventional analysis [4],
I. I NTRODUCTION
[9], but also leads to simple throughput and delay
Densification of wireless local area networks expressions in the large-systems regime that provide
(WLANs) is a common response to the exponential theoretical guidelines for practical network design.
increase in data traffic density. Co-channel inter- For example, we show that how these expressions can
ference resulting from simultaneous packet trans- be used to choose the transmission probabilities in
missions [1] constitutes the fundamental limit to order to meet quality-of-service (QoS) requirements.
performance in such networks. Rather than avoiding We also show that how to guarantee global stability

and avoid metastability1 via a cross-layer design.
Interestingly, the “all-or-nothing” symmetric MPR
model is still general enough to include a number
of promising MPR techniques—such as successive interference cancellation (SIC), compute-andforward (C&F), and successive compute-and-forward
(SCF)—as special cases. As a new MPR technique,
C&F enables a receiver to recover simultaneously
transmitted packets via decoding linear equations
[17]–[22]. Compared to other MPR techniques,
C&F achieves close-to-optimal performance [18],
[23] under single-user decoding, making it particularly attractive for practical applications. In this
paper, we evaluate the performances of various
MPR techniques in terms of throughput, packet
delay and service delay through both analysis and
simulation. Our results highlight the clear advantages
of SCF-based CSMA over SIC-based CSMA and
conventional CSMA.
The main contributions of this work are as follows.
•

•

•

•

•

1

We apply a mean field approximation to analyze
the performance of inhomogeneous persistent
CSMA with a family of MPR techniques. Based
on this assumption the queue length of each
user evolves independently from other queues
in the large systems regime where the number
of users N tends to infinity .
Using the mean field approximation, we then
distinguish three regions for arrival rates,
namely stable, bistable and unstable regions,
and provide an algorithm to obtain the nonempty probability of each queue and determine
the state of the system.
We then derive throughput and delay expressions for inhomogeneous CSMA with a family
of MPR techniques, making a first step towards
an open problem.
Using these expressions, we provide theoretical
guidelines to meet quality-of-service requirements and to achieve global stability.
Based on these expressions, we evaluate the
performances of various MPR techniques in
terms of throughput, packet delay and service
delay.

A system with multiple stable states is called metastable. We give
more details on metastability in Section IV-E.

II. R ELATED W ORK
The study of random-access protocols with MPR
capability dates back to late 80’s. In their seminal
work [8], [24], Ghez, Verdú and Schwartz introduced
a so-called symmetric MPR channel model for
slotted ALOHA (one of the simplest random-access
protocols) and characterized the stability condition in
the large-systems regime. Following [8], [24], Sant
and Sharma studied the finite-user regime by focusing on a special class of the symmetric MPR model
[25]. An asymmetric MPR model was analyzed by
Naware, Mergen and Tong [9], with a particular
focus on the two-user case and the homogeneous
case (due to several technical challenges explained
in [9]). The stability condition for slotted ALOHA
with MPR under the inhomogeneous case remains
largely open in the literature. It is only very recently
that some progress has been made in our previous
work [26] for a family of MPR models that contains
SIC, C&F, and SCF as special cases.
The study of MPR was extended from slotted
ALOHA to CSMA systems, starting from the work
of Chan, Berger and Tong [10] in 2004. In particular,
the maximum stable throughput and the service delay
were derived in [5], [10] for the symmetric MPR
model of [8] under the homogenous case. Other
works along this direction include [11]–[15], [27],
[28]. Recently, CSMA with MPR has received renewed interest from the research community, mainly
due to rapid advances in multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO) technology for wireless LAN. For
example, Tan et al. [6] developed a CSMA-type
system with chain-decoding MPR technique and
demonstrated its clear advantage over conventional
802.11 through prototype implementation. Wu et al.
[12] evaluated the performance of such system design
in terms of saturated throughput and service delay.
Bae et al. [15] studied the optimal transmission probability to maximize the stable throughput for CSMA
systems where the access point (AP) can decode up
to M simultaneous transmissions, which is a special
case of the symmetric MPR model. The analysis
in all these works is for the homogeneous case. By
contrast, our work studies the inhomogeneous case.
As a promising new physical-layer technique,
C&F has received much attention recently. Most
prior work focused on its physical-layer performance
(see, e.g., [29], [30] for multi-source multi-relay
networks with C&F) with a few exceptions [31],

[32]. The work of Goseling et al. pioneered the
throughput analysis of random-access with C&F
for the homogeneous case. By contrast, our work
analyzes both the throughput and delay performance
for the inhomogeneous case, which is of particular
interest from a practical point of view.

entries (where CN (0, a) denotes a complex Gaussian random variable with independent zero-mean,
variance a/2, Gaussian random variables as its real
and imaginary parts).
In the matrix form, the AP observes a channeloutput matrix matrix Y ∈ CK×m
Y = HX + Z,

III. S YSTEM M ODEL
A. Network Model
In this work we focus on a random-access network
where, as illustrated in Fig. 1, N mobile users
contend to transmit packets to an access point (AP).
We assume that time is slotted, i.e., all packet
transmissions are slot synchronous, and packets
are of constant length requiring κ time slots. Each
user belongs to one of V possible classes V =
{1, · · · , V }, where all users in the same class have
identical arrival rate and transmission probability.
This V -class model captures user heterogeneity
in terms of packet arrival rates and transmission
probabilities.
Each user is equipped with an infinite buffer for
storing packets in a FIFO manner. Packets arrive at
the buffer of a class-v user according to a Bernoulli
process with rate λv . That is, at each time slot, a new
packet arrives into the buffer of a class-v user with
probability λv . The arrival processes are assumed to
be independent across users.
B. Channel Model

where H ∈ CK×L is the channel matrix whose entry
in the j-th row and `-th column is hj,` , X ∈ CL×m is
the channel-input matrix with x` as its `th row, and Z
is the noise matrix with zj as its jth row. We assume
that the channel-coefficient matrix H is known to
the receiver but unknown to the transmitters. We
statistically model H to be i.i.d. with CN (0, 1)
entries, i.e., the richly scattered Rayleigh-fading
environment2 .

user 1

user 2

Access
point

user N

Fig. 1. A random access wireless channel where N single-antenna
users compete to gain access to a channel and transmit packets to a
AP with K antennas.

We use a standard block-fading multiple-access
channel model [33] as illustrated in Fig. 1, where
each user is equipped with a single antenna and
the AP is equipped with K antennas. We assume
block-level synchronization. Over a block length C. Symmetric MPR Model
of m symbols, when there are L active users
We now introduce the MPR model defined in [8]
communicating to the AP, the received signal at that we call symmetric MPR model.
the j-th antenna at the AP can be written as
Definition 1 (Symmetric MPR). Given that L packL
X
ets are being transmitted in a block time, the probayj =
hj,` x` + zj .
bility of successful recovery of exactly k packets is
`=1
defined as
Here, x` ∈ Cm is the transmitted signal (codeword)
at the `th active user subject to the average power
qk,L = Pr(k packets are decoded successfully |
constraint m1 Ekx` k2 ≤ P , hj,` is the channel fading
L packets are transmitted).
coefficient between the `th active user and jth
antenna of the AP, and zj represents the additive
2
white Gaussian noise vector with i.i.d. CN (0, 1)
This assumption can be extended to other statistical models of H.

These k packets are chosen, uniformly at random,
SIFS
ACK
DIFS
Transmission
t
from L concurrent transmitters.
Busy
Idle
As a special case, if qk,L = 0 for all k ∈
Fig. 2. Illustration of the busy and idle periods (super slots) in an
{1, . . . , L − 1}, we have an “all-or-nothing” symmet- inhomogeneous persistent CSMA protocol.
ric MPR model in which the receiver either recovers
every simultaneously transmitted packets or none of
CSMA3 except that the transmission probabilities are
them.
class dependent. For this reason, we call this protocol
Definition 2 (All-or-Nothing Symmetric MPR).
inhomogeneous persistent CSMA, or inhomogeneous
Given that L packets are being transmitted in a
CSMA for short. Note that when the packet length
block time, the probability of successful recovery of
is one time slot, persistent CSMA reduces to slotted
these L packets is defined as
ALOHA [36, Chapter 4] and [14], [37]. This is
because carrier sensing will not help reducing
qL = Pr(L packets are decoded successfully |
collisions when packet duration is one slot.
L packets are transmitted).
Clearly, the “all-or-nothing” symmetric MPR
model generalizes the classical collision channel
model, which has q1 = 1 and qL = 0 for all L > 1.
It also contains the M -user MPR model used in [34]
as a special case, which assumes that qL = 1 for all
L ≤ M and qM = 0 for all L > M , where M is a
threshold determined by practical constraints (such
as the speed of Walsh-Hadamard transform [35]).
In this paper, we will mainly focus on the “all-ornothing” symmetric MPR model. The extension to
the general symmetric MPR model will be discussed
in Section IV-F.

IV. T HROUGHPUT AND D ELAY A NALYSIS FOR
I NHOMOGENEOUS CSMA WITH MPR
In this section, we apply the mean-field approximation to study the throughput and delay performance
of inhomogeneous CSMA with MPR. For ease of
presentation, we will mostly focus on the “all-ornothing” symmetric MPR model. The extension
to general symmetric MPR will be provided in
Section IV-F.

A. Mean-Field Approximation
Similar to conventional CSMA, the channel can
be in either busy or idle state. As illustrated in Fig. 2,
a busy period is comprised of a transmission period
followed by SIFS, DIFS durations and ACK packet
D. Inhomogeneous Persistent CSMA with Symmetric
transmission time, and an idle period is comprised
MPR
of a DIFS duration. Without loss of generality, we
assume that an idle period (i.e., a DIFS duration) is
We are now ready to introduce an inhomogeneous
exactly one time slot and that a busy period consists
persistent CSMA protocol under the symmetric MPR
of τ time slots (since the packets are of constant
model. For simplicity, we assume that nodes can hear
length requiring κ time slots). We call a busy period
each other, i.e., each node is within the transmission
or an idle period a super slot. Hence a super slot
range of any other node, so that the hidden node
consists of either one single time slot when the
problem is avoided.
channel is in idle state, or τ time slots which is
The protocol works as follows. Each user i senses equivalent to a transmission period followed by SIFS,
the channel continuously until it finds the channel DIFS periods and one ACK.
idle for a duration of time known as the DIFS.
We are now ready to apply the mean-field approxThen, user i (say, in class v) transmits a packet imation. Consider a sequence of systems indexed
with probability pv . If this transmission is successful by the number of users N . For any fixed N , each
)
(i.e., the AP is able to recover user i’s packet under class-v user has the same packet arrival rate λ(N
v
the symmetric MPR model), user i will receive an
3
In a p-persistent CSMA system, a user avoids transmission when
ACK from the AP after a short period of time known
it
finds
the channel busy; it then persistently monitors the channel and
as the SIFS.
transmits a packet with probability p as soon as the channel becomes
This protocol is very similar to p-persistent idle.

(N )

and the same transmission probability pv . When
we scale the system, we let

user is successfully transmitted in a super slot.

)
(N )
λ(N
v N → λ̃v and pv N → p̃v , as N → ∞.

To better understand Eq. (1), one shall notice that
the numerator Pv ρ (N ) corresponds to the average
(N )
That is, the arrival rate λv scales like λ̃Nv , and the number of packets transmitted successfully in a super
(N )
transmission probability pv scales like p̃Nv . (Note slot for a class-v user and the denominator
that both λ̃v and p̃v can be larger than 1, since they


P IDLE ρ (N ) + τ 1 − P IDLE ρ (N )
are no longer probabilities.) Similarly, for any fixed
(N )
N , we denoted by Nv the number of class-v users corresponds to the average length of a super slot.
and let
Therefore, Eq. (1) indeed gives the average through(N )
Nv
put of a class-v user under the mean-field approxi→ βv , as N → ∞.
N
mation.
That is, the fraction of class-v users converges to
βv .
When N → ∞, it is easy to verify that the
The mean-field approximation proceeds as follows. (normalized) average throughput of a class-v user
Assume that users’ queues evolve independently of admits the simple expression (3), where
each other, and further assume that the queue-length
V
 X
evolution processes of the same class are statistically
(∞)
γ ρ
,
βu p̃u ρ(∞)
(4)
u .
identical. These assumptions can be validated in the
u=1
large-systems limit, which is beyond the scope of
this paper and will be discussed in a companion To see why, by (2) we have
paper. Under these assumptions, the queue evolution
V
 Y
 (N )
IDLE
(N
)
) (N ) Nu
of a class-v user is a discrete-time renewal process
P
ρ
=
1 − ρ(N
p
u
u
in which each renewal cycle is a super slot.
u=1
(N )
! NuN(N ) N
Let ρv be the utilization probability (i.e., the
V
(N ) (N )
Y
ρ u pu N
probability that the queue is non-empty in a limiting
=
1−
N
super time slot) for a class-v user. Clearly, the packet
u=1
(N )

arrival rate for a class-v user is λv . The average
throughput (i.e., the average number of packets
transmitted successfully in a time slot) of a class-v
user is given by


Pv ρ(N )
(N )
Rv ρ
= IDLE (N )
P
(ρρ ) + τ (1 − P IDLE (ρρ(N ) ))
(1)


(N )
(N )
(N )
ρ
where
, ρ1 , . . . , ρV , and
P

IDLE

(N )

ρ



,

V
Y

) (N )
1 − ρ(N
u pu

Nu(N )

(2)

is the probability that a super slot is idle, and
X

nv
Pv ρ (N ) ,
q
(N ) n1 +···+nV
n1 +···+nV ≤M Nv
0≤nu ≤M ∀u∈V

·

u=1

(N ) 
Nu

nu

) (N )
ρ(N
u pu

nu

) (N )
1 − ρ(N
u pu

V
Y

(b)

u=1
V
Y

→

(N )

e−ρu

(∞)

e−ρu

(N )

·(pu

N )·

(N )
Nu
N

p̃u βu

u=1





 V

 X

(∞)

= exp 
−
β
p̃
ρ
u
u
u


 u=1

|
{z  }
γ ρ (∞)

u=1

V 
Y

(a)

→

Nu(N ) −nu

is the probability that a packet of a given class-v

= e−γ

ρ (∞)



as N → ∞, where step (a) follows from the fact
bN
1 + Na
→ eab and step (b) makes use of the
(N )
(N )
u
assumptions pu N → p̃u and NN
→ βu . This
explains (4) and the denominator of (3).
Next, we will derive the numerator of (3). Note


lim N Rv ρ (N ) =


(∞)
ρv p̃v q1 +

q2
γ
1!


ρ (∞) + · · · +
ρ (∞)

e−γ

N →∞

that

+τ 1−e

ρ (∞)



e−γ

ρ (∞)



(3)

identity
V  (N ) 
Y
Nu

n

) (N )
ρ(N
u pu

u
u=1
V
(N )
(N )
Y
Nu · · · (Nu

=



qM
γ M −1
(M −1)!

−γ ρ (∞)

nu

) (N )
1 − ρ(N
u pu

Nu(N ) −nu

X

nv qn1 +···+nV

n1 +···+nV ≤M
0≤nu ≤M ∀u∈V

− nu + 1)

) (N )
ρ(N
u pu

V
Y
1 nu
x = xv χ(x1 +· · ·+xV )
n ! u
u=1 u

nu

with generating function χ(x) , q1 + q1!2 x + q2!3 x2 +
· · · + (MqM
xM −1 . Then, the (normalized) average
−1)!
throughput of a class-v user can be rewritten as
 (N )
(N ) (N ) Nu −nu
 −γ ρ (∞) 
· 1 − ρ u pu
(∞)
(∞)

ρ
p̃
χ
γ
ρ
e
v
v
V
 .
lim N Rv ρ (N ) = −γ ρ (∞) 

(∞)
n
(c) Y 1
u
−γ ρ (∞)
−βu p̃u ρu
N →∞
e
+
τ
1
−
e
→
βu p̃u ρ(∞)
e
u
n !
(5)
u=1 u
Finally, if the queue of a class-v user is stable in
V
the large-systems limit, then its arrival rate λ̃v /N is
Y

nu
1
(∞)
equal to its average throughput limN →∞ Rv ρ (N ) .
= e−γ ρ
βu p̃u ρ(∞)
u
n !
Hence
u=1 u


(∞)
(∞)
as N → ∞, where step
ρv p̃v χ γ ρ (∞) e−γ ρ
 (c) follows from the fact
 .
(N )
(N ) (N )
(∞)
λ̃v = −γ ρ (∞) 
(6)
(∞)
(Nu − i) ρu pu
→ βu p̃u ρu for all i =
e
+ τ 1 − e−γ ρ

Nu(N ) −nu
(N ) (N )
Recall that the duration of a time slot scales like
0, . . . , nu −1 and the fact 1 − ρu pu
→
1
(∞)
.
Thus, the limiting (infinite) system is a collection
N
e−βu p̃u ρu .
of V coupled M/M/1 queues with arrival rate λ̃v
and service rate
Hence,
 −γ ρ (∞) 
(∞)
p̃
χ
γ
ρ
e
X
v

nv

 .
N Pv ρ (N ) = N
q
(∞)
(∞)
n
+···+n
−γ
ρ
1
V
(N )
e
+ τ 1 − e−γ ρ
Nv
nu !

u=1

n1 +···+nV ≤M
0≤nu ≤M ∀u∈V

V  (N ) 
Y
Nu
u=1

→

nu
X

) (N )
ρ(N
u pu

nu

nv
qn1 +···+nV e−γ
β
v
≤M

n1 +···+nV
0≤nu ≤M ∀u∈V
ρ (∞)

=

e−γ
βv

−γ ρ
(d) e

) (N )
1 − ρ(N
u pu

ρ

V
Y
(∞)





X

n1 +···+nV ≤M
0≤nu ≤M ∀u∈V

(∞)

nv qn1 +···+nV

(∞)

βu p̃u ρu

nu

nu !

u=1





The coupling is due to the limiting utilization
probabilities ρ (∞) . This proves our main result of
mean-field approximation in the following theorem.

(N )
Nu −nu

V
Y

u=1

(∞)
βu p̃u ρu

nu !

nu

Theorem 1. Under the mean-field approximation,
the limiting (infinite) system is a collection of V
coupled queues, where the v th queue is M/M/1
with arrival rate λ̃v and service rate
 −γ ρ (∞) 
(∞)

p̃
χ
γ
ρ
e
v
 .
µv γ ρ (∞) , −γ ρ (∞) 
(∞)
e
+ τ 1 − e−γ ρ



(∞)
(∞)
=
β1 p̃1 ρ1 + · · · + βV p̃V ρV
B. Stability of Limiting System

(∞)
=
ρ
,
Intuitively, if the system is stable the arrival rate
where step (d) follows from the combinatorial is equal to the average throughput. This motivates
βv p̃v ρ(∞)
v χ
βv

−γ ρ (∞)
p̃v ρ(∞)
χ γ
v e

our definition of global stability as follows. Consider long as q1 ≤ 2q2 ≤ · · · ≤ M qM . From (7) we have
X
the following system of equations
λ,
βv λ̃v
ρv p̃v χ (γ (ρρ)) e−γ(ρρ)
v
∀v, λ̃v = −γ(ρρ)
.
(7)
X
ρv p̃v χ (γ) e−γ
e
+ τ (1 − e−γ(ρρ) )
=
βv −γ
e + τ (1 − e−γ )
Let ρ ∗ ∈ [0, 1)V be one solution of (7). We say the
v
λ
limiting system is globally stable4 with respect to λ̃
∗
if ρ is unique.

γχ(γ)e−γ
= −γ
= f (γ) .
e + τ (1 − e−γ )

(11)

The limiting stability region is defined as the set λ is defined as the total input arrivalPrate. Let γ ∗ be
λ such that the limiting system is globally the maximizer of f . Define γ0 , v βv p̃v and let
of vectors λ̃
λ0 = f (γ0 ). We then have the following lemma.
λ.
stable for λ̃
−γ

Definition 3. The limiting stability region is defined
as

Proof. See Appendix A.

(
Γ,

λ∈
λ̃

RV+

V

: ∃ unique ρ ∈ [0, 1] s.t.
)

ρv p̃v χ (γ (ρρ)) e−γ(ρρ)
∀v, λ̃v = −γ(ρρ)
,
e
+ τ (1 − e−γ(ρρ) )

(8)

Although we define the limiting stability region
based on the uniqueness of ρ ∗ , the resulting region
turns out to be exact in the sense that it is precisely
the true stability region of the limiting system.
In other words, our mean-field approximation is
asymptotically exact as N → ∞.
We will provide an algorithm to determine the
limiting stability region. For simplicity, we assume
that the function
γχ(γ)e−γ
f (γ) , −γ
(9)
e + τ (1 − e−γ )


γ q1 + q1!2 γ + q2!3 γ 2 + · · · + (MqM
γ M −1 e−γ
−1)!
=
e−γ + τ (1 − e−γ )
(10)
is unimodal. We notice that this assumption is rather
mild. For example, this assumption holds as long
as M ≤ 2. When M > 2, this assumption holds as

4

Lemma 2. The function f (γ) = e−γγχ(γ)e
is
+τ (1−e−γ )
unimodal if q1 ≤ 2q2 ≤ · · · ≤ M qM . In particular,
f (γ) is unimodal if M ≤ 2.

Note that this definition of global stability is unconventional, since
it is based on the computational uniqueness instead of the stochastic
behavior of the limiting system. Interestingly, this definition leads to
the true stability region (based on the stochastic behavior), as shown
in our companion paper.

Algorithm 1 determines the set of arrival rates for
which the system is globally stable. Intuitively all
arrival rate vectors not in the stability region should
constitute the instability region. However, it turns
out that this intuition is not accurate and under a
certain condition, there exists a third region of arrival
rate vectors which make the system bistable. The
system is bistable if it is stable and the stationary
distribution of queue length concentrates at two
relatively separate regions. Here we discuss this
phenomenon in some details. Algorithm 1 not only
gives a sufficient condition for the system to be
bistabe, but determines whether a given arrival rate
vector lies in either stable, bistable or unstable
regions.
Specifically, observe that depending on the input
arrival rate, the equation f (γ) = λ may have two,
one or no solutions which corresponds to a bistable,
stable or unstable system as illustrated in Fig. 3.
When λ > λ0 and γ0 > γ ∗ then the persistent CSMA
system can potentially become bistable. To see why
this is true assume a 2-class network with p̃1 = p̃2
and arrival rates λ̃1 and λ̃2 such that λ̃λ̃2 = r > 1
1
is fixed. As we increase λ̃1 the two roots γ and
γ of the equation f (γ) = λ become smaller and
larger respectively. Once the boundary of the stability
region is reached ρ = (ρ1 , 1). Further increase of λ̃2
makes γ smaller such that ρ 1 = (ρ1 , ρ2 ) and ρ1 < 1,
ρ2 < 1. In other words there will be two stable
points.
We now discuss how Algorithm 1 computes ρ ∗
and determines which region a given rate lies. For
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Fig. 3. Illustration of stable, bistable and unstable regions.

the rest of this discussion see Fig. 4. The procedure
presented in Algorithm 1 takes a rate vector as input
and determines ρ ∗ and the state of the system, i.e.,
the region where the rate vector lies. First observe
that γ is a bounded quantity and γ ≤ γ0 . When the
total input rate λ < λ0 then the equation λ = f (γ)
has only one root as f is a unimodal function and
γ ≤ γ0 should hold. When λ ≥ λ0 and γ0 ≤ γ ∗ then
λ = f (γ) has no root and the system is unstable.
On the other hand when λ ≥ λ0 and γ0 > γ ∗ ,
the equation λ = f (γ) has two distinct roots and
the system may be bistable or stable depending
on

whether ρ 1 = λ1 /µ1 (γ), · · · , λV /µV (γ) and ρ 2 =
(λ1 /µ1 (γ), · · · , λV /µV (γ)) are both valid or either
of them is valid.
C. Throughput and Delay Analysis
Here, we characterize the throughput and delay
performance based on the mean-field approximation,
especially the limiting stability region. Our results
apply to a network with an arbitrary number of
classes.
In this section we only focus on stable and bistable
regions because if an arrival rate vector is in the
unstable region then a rate control protocol like TCP
Vegas can be used to reduce the arrival rate.
Recall that, under the mean-field approximation,
the average
 throughput of a class-v user is given by
Rv ρ (N ) , which is asymptotically exact. This leads
to the following throughput result:

4

5

6

7

γ

−3

Fig. 4. The unimodal function f (γ) and its intersection with total
input arrival rate.

Proposition 3. The aggregate throughput of the inhomogeneous persistent CSMA with “all-or-nothing”
symmetric MPR in a V -class network is given by
RMPR-CSMA =

V
X


Nv(N ) Rv ρ (N ) + o(1),

v=1

where the o(1) term is understood as N → ∞.
In
P particular, the saturated throughput is given by
1), where 1 is an all-one vector of length
v Nv Rv (1
V.
In order to apply Proposition 3, we need to obtain
the value of the utilization probabilities ρ (N ) for any
given {λv } and {pv }. Our strategy is to approximate
ρ (N ) with the limiting utilization probabilities ρ (∞) .
Specifically, we set λ̃v = λv N and p̃v = pv N and
then solve the system of equations given in (7) to
obtain a solution ρ ∗ . As we discussed previously,
Algorithm 1 can be used for this purpose.
Let us now look at the accuracy of (12) in a 2-class
network through simulations. Consider a network
with N users where half of the users belong to class
1. We assume that q1 = 0.96, q2 = 0.89 and fix the
transmission probability of class-2 users at p2 = 0.2 .
We then compute the network aggregate throughput
while varying the transmission probability of class-1
users.
Fig. 5 shows the network aggregate throughput
versus the transmission probability of class-1 users
when N = 20. It can be seen that the aggregate
throughput closely matches the analytical result for

1
network aggregate throughput

appx λ1 =1/32, λ2 =1/256
simulation
appx λ1 =2/32, λ2 =1/256

0.8

simulation
appx λ1 =3/32, λ2 =1/256
simulation
appx λ1 =1/32, λ2 =1/64

0.6

simulation
appx λ1 =2/32, λ2 =1/64
simulation

0.4
0.2
0

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

transmission probability of class-1 users, p1

Fig. 5. Aggregate throughput for a 2-class network with κ = 10,
p2 = 0.2, q1 = 0.96, q2 = 0.89 and N1 = N2 = 10.

1.2

1
throughput

Algorithm 1 A procedure to determine ρ ∗ and the
state of a V -class system.
Input:
λ V = (λ1 , · · · , λV )
Output:
ρ ∗ and the state of system.
1: if λ < λ0 then
2:
Find γ as the root of f (γ) − λ = 0

3:
return ρ ∗ = λ1 /µ1 (γ), · · · , λV /µV (γ)
4: else
5:
if λ > λ0 & γ0 > γ ∗ then
6:
Set γ to be the root of f (γ) − λ = 0 in
[0, γ ∗ ]
7:
Set γ to be the root of f (γ) − λ = 0 in
(γ ∗ , γ0 ]

8:
Set ρ 1 = λ1 /µ1 (γ), · · · , λV /µV (γ)
9:
Set ρ 2 = (λ1 /µ1 (γ), · · · , λV /µV (γ))
10:
if ρ 1 < 1 & ρ 2 < 1 then
11:
state = BISTABLE
12:
return ρ ∗1 = ρ 1 , ρ ∗2 = ρ 2 and state
13:
else
14:
if ρ 1 < 1 then ρ ∗ = ρ 1 end if
15:
if ρ2 < 1 then ρ∗ = ρ2 end if
16:
state = STABLE
17:
return ρ ∗ and state
18:
end if
19:
else
20:
state = UNSTABLE
21:
return state
22:
end if
23: end if

CSMA+symmetric MPR approx.
CSMA+symmetric MPR sim.
CSMA approx.
CSMA sim.
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0
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number of users

a variety of packet arrival rates.
Fig. 6 shows the maximum aggregate throughput,
i.e., the maximum total system throughput while all
the queues are stable, versus the number of users N
5
7
when p1 = 6N
and p2 = 6N
. First of all, the benefit
of symmetric MPR based CSMA can be observed
compared with conventional CSMA. Moreover, it can
be seen that the aggregate throughput approximation
matches the simulations considerably well.
We now turn our attention to study the delay
performance. There are two types of delays of
particular interest, namely, the service delay and
the total delay (packet delay). The service delay of a
packet is defined as the time it takes for this packet
to be successfully decoded at the AP after it reaches
the head of the queue, i.e., expected delivery time
of a head of line (HOL) packet. The total delay of a
packet is defined as the time it takes for the packet to
be successfully decoded after it arrives in the queue.

Fig. 6. Maximum aggregate throughput of CSMA with symmetric
MPR with K = 2 and κ = 10.

Clearly, the total delay equals to the service delay
plus the queuing delay.
Let Dv,CSMA denote the service delay of a HOL
packet of a class-v user. Now consider a V -class
network and assume that the system is stable. We
have the following result for the service delay.
Proposition 4. The service delay of a class-v user
in the inhomogeneous persistent CSMA system with
symmetric MPR is
(N )

Dv,CSMA =

ρv
+ o(1) for v ∈ V .
λv
(N )

(12)

Proof. Suppose that ρv ∈ (0, 1) for all v ∈ V is
the unique solution to λv = Rv (ρρ(N ) ) . A class-v

user is then stable with the arrival rate λv and we
can apply Little’s law to obtain
)
λv Dv,CSMA = ρ(N
+ o(1) .
v

This proves (12).
We next provide an alternative proof for (12)
which might give some additional insight. Note that
the success probability PvSUCC (ρρ∗ ) for a class-v user
can be obtained from the throughput function as
follows
PvSUCC (ρρ∗ ) =

Pv (ρρ(N ) )
(N )

ρv

.

(13)

Hence, the service delay for a class-v user can be
written in a recursive fashion as follows
Dv,CSMA = τ PvSUCC (ρρ∗ ) + (1 + Dv,CSMA )P IDLE (ρρ∗ )

+ (τ + Dv,CSMA ) 1 − P IDLE (ρρ∗ ) − PvSUCC (ρρ∗ )
+ o(1) .

D. Adjusting Protocol Parameters
The simple expressions derived before can be
used to adjust the transmission probabilities to
meet certain throughput or delay requirements. For
instance, assume a two-class network with given
arrival rates. From the stability region in Definition 3,
we can immediately exclude the set of transmission
probabilities for the two classes that destabilize the
system or are too small that results is low throughput.
Alternatively, one can exploit the delay expression in
Theorem 5 to obtain the transmission probabilities
such that a certain delay constraint is satisfied for
a class. As a result, all the users in such a class
will be stable. By way of an example, the benefit of
our delay analysis in system design can be further
demonstrated.

Example 1. Consider a two-class network where N1
users belong to class 1 and N2 users are in class
Therefore
2 with fixed arrival rates λ1 and λ2 respectively.
Assume that a packet of a class-v user is required
P IDLE (ρρ∗ ) + τ (1 − P IDLE (ρρ∗ ))
Dv,CSMA =
+ o(1) . to experience an average finite total delay no more
PvSUCC (ρρ∗ )
(14) than Tv .
Since the delays are finite therefore all the queues
In fact the system is either in idle, collision or
are
stable. Let xv = ρv pv for v ∈ {1, 2}. For the
successful transmission states. If the system is in idle
∗
∗
state, then the HOL packet transmission is delayed given λv ’s, we can then compute x1 and x2 as the
by one time slot. If the class-v user is in the process unique solution to λv = Rv (x1 , x2 ) . In addition,
of transmitting a packet successfully, the HOL packet from the delay constraint for each class and (15) it
transmission is delayed by τ time slots. Lastly, if follows that
 ∗
1
1
−
+
T
xv
the system is in collision state or there is any other
v
λv
κ
for v ∈ {1, 2} .
successful transmission in progress, it takes τ more pv ≥ κ−1 (1 − P IDLE (x∗ , x∗ )) + T
v
1
2
2
time slots for the HOL packet before it is successfully
The above gives the design criteria for transmistransmitted.
sion probabilities of every class given the delay
Denote by Tv,CSMA the total delay experienced by constraints. A similar approach can be applied to
a packet in the inhomogeneous persistent CSMA the general case of V > 2 classes.
system with symmetric MPR. We characterize the
Lastly, if in a real scenario there are more than
total delay in the following theorem.
two
classes of high-end and low-end users, as long
(N )
Theorem 5. Suppose that for all v, ρv < 1, i.e., as the requirement for the arrival rates of some
the system is globally stable. The total delay of users is such that they are below the arrival rates of
a class-v packet in the inhomogeneous persistent high/low-end users, by a dominant system argument
CSMA system with symmetric MPR is
we see that these users enjoy a delay and throughput



performance no worse than that experienced by
(N ) 1
1
τ −1
IDLE ∗
ρ
ρv
−
+
1
−
P
(ρ
)
λv
τ
2
high/low-end users. Obviously if new users with rate
Tv,CSMA =
(N )
requirement higher than high-end users are required
1 − ρv
+ o(1) . (15) to join the network, we have to add another class of
users, but the throughput and delay guarantee can be
Proof. See Appendix B.
fulfilled easily based on the result we have obtained.

the symmetric MPR model where qk,L > 0 for all
k ≤ L. Let
Here, we explain how to avoid metastability based
V  (N ) 
Y

Nv
on our results from the mean field approximation.
(N )
) (N ) nv
p(n1 , . . . , nV ; ρ ) ,
ρ(N
pv
v
A system is called metastable if the stationary
nv
v=1
distribution of the underlying Markov chain is not
 (N )
) (N ) Nv −nv
unique. As pointed out in [38], [39], metastability is
1 − ρ(N
p
. (17)
v
v
a highly undesirable property for a network. With
metastability, the state of a network fluctuates – Then, the average throughput (i.e., the average
over long periods of time – between different stable number of packets transmitted successfully in a time
states. Such long oscillations make it impossible to slot) of a class-v user is given by
predict the average network performance in terms of
Pv (ρρ(N ) )
Rv (ρρ(N ) ) = IDLE (N )
throughput and delay. As a consequence, a proper
P
(ρρ ) + τ (1 − P IDLE (ρρ(N ) ))
level of quality-of-service cannot be guaranteed.
The following theorem provides a solution for where
M
X
X
inhomogeneous CSMA systems to avoid metastabil(N )
ρ
P
(ρ
)
=
rv (k)p(n1 , . . . , nV ; ρ (N ) )
v
ity. In particular, if the MPR technique is carefully
k=0 n1 +···+nV =k
designed, then the network is proven to be globally
0≤nu ≤k ∀u∈V
stable, and so metastability can be completely eliminated. This leads to an important design criterion, and
X
1
especially when quality-of-service guarantee is in
rv (k) = (N )
kv q(k1 +···+kV ),k
great need.
Nv 0≤ku ≤nu
E. Metastability & Performance Guarantee

∀u∈V

Theorem 6. In the inhomogeneous persistent CSMA
system with symmetric MPR model, metastability is the average throughput of a user assuming that
there are k concurrent transmissions.
can be avoided if
When N → ∞, it is easy to verify that the
X
Nv(N ) pv < γ
(normalized) average
of a class-v is given
 throughput

(∞)
(∞)
v∈V
by (18) where γu ρu
, βu ρu pu and
and
1 X
r̄
(k)
=
kv q(k1 +···+kV ),k .
v
q1 ≤ 2q2 ≤ · · · ≤ KqK .
(16)
βv 1≤k ≤n
u

∀u∈V

u

Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 2 and the
fact that the arrival rates corresponding to bistable The general symmetric MPR model does not difand unstable regions should be avoided, hence γ0 < fer from the all-or-nothing MPR model in any
fundamental way. The key difference is that the
γ.
expressions for throughput and delay are more
As an interesting consequence of Theorem 6, complicated in the general symmetric MPR model.
metastability is automatically avoided when K = 2. The network aggregate throughput and total delay
follow analogous to Propositions 3 and 4.
F. Extention to General Symetric MPR Model

V.

The symmetric MPR model we have discussed
so far assumes that qk,L = 0 for k < L. This assumption is only for the sake of a nicer presentation
of the approximate stability region and to better
understand the throughput and delay of persistent
CSMA systems. We relax this assumption in this
section and briefly discuss a more general case of

In this section, we first discuss C&F, SCF, and
SIC as special cases of MPR model. We then
conduct extensive simulations to better demonstrate
the benefit and accuracy of our approximations for
throughput and delay of inhomogeneous CSMA with
symmetric MPR.

SYMMETRIC

MPR CSMA
CSMA

VS CONVENTIONAL

 e−γu
lim N Rv ρ (N ) =

ρ(∞)

N →∞



γunu ρ(∞)
k=0
n1 +···+nV =k
u=1
n !

 u
−γu ρ(∞)
−γu ρ(∞)

PN P
e

A. Case Studies of Symmetric MPR Model
We explain how C&F, SCF, and SIC can be used
as MPR techniques. We give a brief summary of
the C&F and SCF schemes proposed in [40], with a
particular focus on the symmetric rates and complexvalued channel models. We refer our readers to [23],
[40] for more details on C&F.
1) Case Study 1: MPR via C&F: As our first
case study, we explain how MPR can be achieved
via C&F technique. Recall that the received signal
at the AP is Y = HX + Z. Rather than decoding
X from Y, the AP (which employs C&F technique)
will first decode integer-linear combinations AX
and then invert these linear combinations to recover
the original signals X. Here, A ∈ CL×L is a target
(invertible) integer-valued matrix of which each row
a` corresponds to an integer combination.
Specifically, the AP chooses an equalizing filter
matrix B ∈ CL×K and computes

QV

+τ 1−e



r̄v (k)

.

(18)

CF
resulting achievable symmetric rate Rsym
(H) is6
!
SNR
CF
Rsym
(H) = min log
(19)
2
`=1,...,L
σeff,`
2
where σeff,`
is the `th diagonal entry of the matrix
SNR A(I + SNRHT H)−1 AT .
For any given statistical model of H, the success
probability qL can be computed as

CF
qL = Pr R < Rsym
(H)

where R is the message rate of the transmitted
packets.
2) Case Study 2: MPR via Successive C&F:
Successive C&F combines ideas from classical
SIC and C&F. Similar to C&F, successive C&F
first recovers a set of integer-linear combinations
AX and then find the original signals X. Rather
than decoding each combination a` X in parallel,
successive C&F decodes these combinations one at a
time and makes use of already decoded combinations
Yeff = BY
in subsequent decoding steps.
= AX + (BH − A)X + BZ
For any invertible integer matrix A, the matrix
= AX + Zeff
A(I + SNRHT H)−1 AT admits a Cholesky decomwhere Zeff , (BH − A)X + BZ is the effective position
noise matrix. In other words, C&F transforms the
A(I + SNRHT H)−1 AT = LLT
original multiple access channel into L point-to-point
where L ∈ CL×L is a lower triangular matrix with
sub-channels
strictly positive diagonal entries. As shown in [23],
yeff,` = a` X + zeff,` , ` = 1, . . . , L
the effective noise matrix Zeff can be written as
√
where yeff,` and zeff,` are the `th rows of Yeff and
Zeff = SNR LW
Zeff , respectively.
As shown in [23], the optimal choice of the for some matrix W with unit generalized covariance
matrix. Hence, the resulting achievable symmetric
equalizing matrix B is given by
SCF
rate Rsym
(H) is

−1
1
!
T
T
B = AH
I + HH
SNR
SNR
SCF
Rsym
(H) = min log
(20)
`=1,...,L
SNRL2`,`
and an optimal choice of the integer matrix A can
be found through lattice-reduction algorithms5 . The where L is the `th diagonal entry of the matrix
`,`
L. Similarly, the success probability for successive
5
We note that when the number of active users is small (less than
5), there exist some very efficient lattice-reduction algorithms. See,
e.g., [41] for details.

6

All the log(·) functions in this section are in base 2 .

TABLE I
S UCCESS PROBABILITIES qL ’ S FOR SIC, CF, SCF, AND JD UNDER
INDEPENDENT R AYLEIGH - FADING ENVIRONMENT AND DIFFERENT
MESSAGE RATES .
success prob. qL
q1
q2
q1
q2
q1
q2
q3

SNR (dB)

message rate R

K

6

1

1

15

2

1

15

3

2

SIC

C&F

SCF

JD

0.78
0.46
0.91
0.31
0.98
0.88
0.32

0.78
0.45
0.91
0.61
0.98
0.92
0.70

0.78
0.57
0.91
0.66
0.98
0.93
0.81

0.78
0.60
0.91
0.80
0.98
0.95
0.91

C&F can be computed as
SCF
qL = Pr(R < Rsym
(H)).

the Viterbi decoder can be used to implement a
lattice decoder for lattice codes constructed through
convolutional codes. In addition, as demonstrated
in [42], a family of high-performance lattice codes
can be constructed via (non-binary) LDPC codes
and decoded using an iterative message-passing
algorithm whose complexity is essentially linear in
the lattice dimension.
When a practical lattice code C described above
is used, the previous symmetric rates (19) and
(20) no longer hold, since they are informationtheoretic bounds based on asymptotically (as the
lattice dimension goes to infinity) good lattice codes.
In this case, we can use the following formulas
as suggested in [43][Chapter 8] to estimate the
achievable symmetric rates:
!
SNR
CF
Rsym
(H) = min log
− log (2πeG(L0 ))
2
`=1,...,L
σeff,`


µ(L, Pe )
− log
,
(21)
2πe

3) Case Study 3: MPR via SIC: As pointed out
in [23], if the integer matrix A is chosen to be a
permutation matrix, successive C&F in the previous
case study reduces to the well-known SIC (and each
permutation matrix corresponds to a corner point
in the capacity region). Hence, successive C&F, in
general, offers higher achievable symmetric rates
than SIC. The success probability qL for SIC can
be computed in a similar way as before, using the and
formula
SCF
SIC
Rsym
(H) = min log
qL = Pr(R < Rsym
(H)).
`=1,...,L
Table I provides the values of qL for SIC, CF, SCF,
assuming independent Rayleigh-fading environment.
As a comparison, the performance of joint decoding
(JD) is also provided, where the symmetric rate
JD
Rsym
(H) lies in the boundary of the capacity region
for any given channel matrix H.
As shown in Table I, q1 remains the same for all
the schemes under the three configurations. This
is because when L = 1 (i.e., there is only one
active user), the channel model reduces to a standard
point-to-point channel. Also, it is observed that SCF
significantly outperforms SIC in terms of q2 and q3 ,
especially in the high-SNR regime. This is because
SIC is a very special case of SCF. Moreover, the
performance of SCF is close to that of JD even in
the low-SNR regime.
4) Implementation Considerations.: At first
glance, the complexity of SCF appears to be significantly higher than that of SIC due to the use of
lattice codes and lattice decoding. It turns out that
SCF has essentially the same complexity as SIC for
certain lattice codes constructed from convolutional
codes and LDPC codes. Specifically, as shown in
[22, Appendix G], a slightly modified version of

!
SNR
SNRL2`,`


µ(L, Pe )
0
− log (2πeG(L )) − log
, (22)
2πe

where L and L0 are the coding lattice and shaping
lattice for the lattice code C, respectively. Here,
G(L0 ) is the normalized second moment for the
shaping lattice L0 . (For example, G(L0 ) = 1/12 if
the shaping lattice L0 is a hypercube.) Also, µ(L, Pe )
is the normalized volume-to-noise ratio (which is
closely related to the coding gain) for a given error
probability Pe in nearest neighbor decoding of the
lattice L. Note that (21) and (22) apply to an arbitrary
lattice code instead of asymptotically-good
lattice


µ(L,Pe )
0
codes, where log (2πeG(L )) and log
rep2πe
resent the shaping loss and coding loss, respectively.
We refer our readers to [43, Chapter 3, 8] for details.
Like many other advanced signal-processing techniques, SCF requires symbol-level synchronization
and block-level synchronization. Such synchronizations can be achieved by leveraging some recent
work on coherent transmission (see, e.g., [44]). In
addition, the requirement of block-level synchronization can be partly relaxed by using the technique
developed in [45]. Finally, channel estimation is

JD
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Fig. 7. Saturated throughput benefit of SCF-based CSMA compared
to CSMA with SIC and conventional CSMA in low SNR = 6 dB,
with p2 = 0.8p1 , message rate = 1, K = 1, κ = 10 .

another important step of implementing SCF. We
believe that it can be achieved through a combination
of conventional channel estimation with blind C&F
technique proposed in [46], which is beyond the
scope of this paper. For more details regarding the
implementation aspects of physical layer network
coding techniques see [47]–[50].
B. Numerical Results
To validate our theoretical results and to further
demonstrate the benefits of CSMA with SCF, we
conduct simulations in various scenarios. Fig. 7
depicts saturated throughput, i.e., Rv (11 ) for CSMA
with SCF, CSMA with SIC and conventional CSMA
as a function of transmission probabilities in a
two-class network when N = 5, 10, N1 = 3/5N
and SNR = 6 dB. It is evident that SCF-based
CSMA performs close to CSMA with optimal joint
decoding (JD) and significantly improves the saturated throughput compared to conventional CSMA.
Further, CSMA with SCF universally outperforms
CSMA with SIC offering high throughput for a wider
range of transmission probabilities.
Fig. 8 shows the network aggregate throughput
performance of CSMA with SCF, CSMA with SIC,
conventional CSMA and CSMA with optimal JD
for a network with N1 = 12 class-1 users, N2 = 8
class-2 users and SNR = 15 dB. CSMA with SCF
clearly performs better than the other techniques and
relatively close to optimal joint decoding. As the
transmission probability of class-1 users p1 varies

SIC analys.
SIC sim.

0.6

conv. analys.
conv. sim.

0.4
0.2
0

0

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4
transmission probability of class-1 users, p1

Fig. 8. Throughput benefit of SCF-based CSMA compared to CSMA
with SIC and conventional CSMA at SNR = 15 dB with message rate
= 2, N1 = 12, N2 = 8, λ1 = 1/16, λ2 = 1/64, p2 = 1/4, K = 1,
κ = 10 .

from 0 to 1, eventually all the users become saturated
(unstable queues) and the throughput of each user
equals the rate function Rv (11) for all v = {1, 2}.
We next look at the service delay and packet delay
of symmetric MPR techniques in low and high SNR
regimes. Figures 9, 10 demonstrates the service and
packet delays as the arrival rate changes in a 2-class
network with N = 30 (N1 = 20 users in class-1)
at SNR = 15dB. We see that the analytical delay
very well agrees with the simulation. Note that, in
contrast to the existing work, the delay performance
is presented for each class separately. In addition,
it can be seen that CSMA with SCF is stable for a
larger range of arrival rates.

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have studied inhomogeneous
CSMA with symmetric MPR. In particular, we
have derived throughput and delay expressions,
which are asymptotically exact as the number of
users grows. Based on these expressions, we have
provided some theoretical guidelines for the network
design, and evaluated the performance of various
MPR techniques in terms of throughput, packet
delay and service delay. Our work not only makes
some progress on an open problem, but also sheds
some light on the system design, highlighting some
interesting properties of C&F-based CSMA.
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derivative of f equal to zero we get


∂χ(γ)
τ χ(γ) + γ
− γχ(γ) eγ
∂γ


∂χ(γ)
− (τ − 1) χ(γ) + γ
=0
∂γ
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Fig. 9. Service delay performance of inhomogeneous persistent CSMA
schemes for a 2-class network at SNR = 15 dB with message rate
= 2, N1 = 20, N2 = 10, p1 = 1/40, p2 = 1/20, K = 1, κ = 10.

where ḣ(γ) is the first order derivative of h. Observe
that g(0) > 0 and since ḣ(γ0 ) < 0 for any γ0 > γ̃
(as h is unimodal) then g(γ0 ) < 0. Hence g has
at least one positive root in [0, γ0 ]. By substituting
Taylor series expansion of exponential function in
(23) we have
p(γ) , τ

class 1 SCF analys.

M
X

ai γ

i=0

i

X γn
n≥0

n!

− (τ − 1)

M
−1
X

bi γ i = 0 ,

i=0
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(24)
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i+1
1
ai =
qi+1 −
qi
i!
(i − 1)!
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and bi =

i+1
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i!
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Equation (24) is a degree ∞ polynomial in γ. We
showed that p(γ) has at least one positive root. To
prove that (24) has exactly one positive root we
apply generalized Descartes’ rule of signs [51] to
2.5
3 impose one sign difference to the coefficients of
·10−3 p(γ).

Fig. 10. Average total delay (packet delay) performance of inhomogeneous persistent CSMA schemes for a 2-class network. The
simulation setup is the same as that of Fig. 9.

A PPENDIX A
P ROOF OF L EMMA 2
Define h(γ) , γχ(γ)e−γ . Let γ̃ be the maximizer
of h. We assume that h is unimodal7 . Note that
f (γ) = e−γ +τh(γ)
is a continuous function over
(1−e−γ )
[0, γ0 ] as its denominator is always positive. In
order for f to be unimodal it should have exactly
one maximum, thus its first order derivative should
have only one positive root. Setting the first order

Let ck represent the coefficients of p(γ). Then
( Pk
an
τ n=0 (k−n)!
− (τ − 1)bk 0 ≤ k ≤ M − 1
PM
ck =
an
τ n=0 (k−n)!
k >M −1
(26)
We observe from (25) that aM < 0 as qM +1 = 0.
Suppose that ai ≥ 0 for all 0 ≤ i < M . In this case
ck ≥ 0 for all 0 ≤ i < M . This can be shown by
induction on k. For k = 0, clearly c0 > 0. Suppose
that for some k − 1 > 0, ck−1 > 0. Then
ck = τ

7

It turns out that the same condition for unimodality of h suffices
for f to be unimodal. Note that when τ = 1 persistent CSMA
system reduces to slotted ALOHA system where we need to impose
unimodality to be able to characterize an approximate stability region.

k
X
n=0

an
− (τ − 1)bk
(k − n)!

= ck−1 + τ

(k + 1)qk+1 − kqk
k!

k+1
k
− (τ − 1)
qk+1 + (τ − 1)
qk
k!
(k − 1)!
(k + 1)qk+1 − kqk
k!
k 2 qk − (k + 1)qk+1
+ (τ − 1)
k!
(k + 1)qk+1 − kqk
> ck−1 + τ
k!

τ
≤
k!

= ck−1 + τ

kqk − (k + 1)qk+1
k!
(k + 1)qk+1 − kqk
= ck−1 +
k!
>0
+ (τ − 1)




 
k
k
q1 +
(2q2 − q1 ) + · · ·
M
M
 

k
+
((M + 1)qM +1 − M qM )
M

< 0.
So if ai ≥ 0 then f is unimodal. Equivalently we
have to have ((i + 1)qi+1 − iqi )/i! ≥ 0 for all 1 ≤
i ≤ M − 1 which yields the result.
A PPENDIX B
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 5

Suppose that there are n packets in the buffer of a
class-v queue upon the arrival of a new packet. An
arrival can occur at an idle, collision or a success
The last step follows if (k + 1)qk+1 − kqk ≥
time slot. So we compute the delay conditioned
0 or equivalently ak ≥ 0. Now if the rest of
on the state of the system. Let Tv (n) be the delay
the coefficients be negative then according to the
being experienced by a newly arrived packet at a
Descartes’ rule of sign the number of positive roots
class-v queue until it is successfully transmitted.
of a polynomial with real coefficients ordered by
Conditioned on the state of a time slot we have the
descending variable exponent is either equal to the
followings cases:
number of sign differences between consecutive
• Idle: At the time of a new arrival, there is a
nonzero coefficients, or is less than it by an even
chance that one of the n packets is already
number. Therefore in order to have one positive
in the process of a successful transmission.
root, it is sufficient to have one sign difference.
Therefore, the delay being experienced by the
Equivalently, all the coefficients ck for k ≥ M should
newly arrived packet can be written as follows
be negative. We observe that the assumption ai ≥ 0
ensures that ck < 0 for all k ≥ M0 for some M0 .
– if n = 0 then Tv (n) = Dv,CSMA
Because
– if n > 0 then Tv (n) = nDv,CSMA with
M
probability
X an
ck = τ
1/τ PvSUCC (ρρ∗ )
(k − n)!
n=0


P IDLE (ρρ∗ ) + 1/τ (1 − P IDLE (ρρ∗ ))
a0
a1
aM
=τ
+
+ ··· +
and T (n) = (n + 1)Dv,CSMA otherwise .
k! (k − 1)!
(k − M )!

• Collision or Success: If the new arrival occurs
q1
2q2 − q1
=τ
+
+ ···
in a transmission period (whether a collision or
k!0! 1!(k − 1)!

successful transmission), it is either at the first
(M + 1)qM +1 − M qM
+
slot of a transmission period or any other time
M !(k − M )!
slot.
 
 
– with
probability
1/τ (PvCOL (ρρ∗ ) +
τ
k
k
SUCC
∗
=
q1 +
(2q2 − q1 ) + · · ·
Pv
(ρρ )) the arrival occurs in the
k!
0
1
first time slot and T (n) can be computed
 

k
as we discussed above for the idle case.
+
((M + 1)qM +1 − M qM )
M
– with probability (τ − 1)/τ (PvCOL (ρρ∗ ) +
PvSUCC (ρρ∗ )) the arrival occurs in any time
slot but the first time slot. For all n ≥ 0
we then have
Tv (n) = R + (n + 1)Dv,CSMA

where R is a random variable representing
the residual time until a transmission period
ends.
Let Qv,n be the probability that a class-v user
has n packets in its buffer
at the steady state.
P
Further let Tv,CSMA =
n≥0 Tv (n)Qv,n + o(1) be
the total delay of a class-v packet. We write
(27). After some manipulation of (27) and since
(1 − Qv,0 )PvSUCC (ρρ∗ ) = λv we obtain the following
Tv,CSMA =

Dv,CSMA (1 − λv ) + dv
+ o(1)
1 − λv Dv,CSMA

(28)

where


 1
1
IDLE ∗
dv = (τ − 1)
1−P
(ρρ ) + λv Dv,CSMA
2
τ
which results in Theorem 5.
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